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Reference Version Release Note 
Module: OTH  Other 
1. 2019.1.0 Control File Maintenance Change 

The button to start and stop the Streamline Batch Service has been removed from the 
Control File Maintenance program because the Streamline Batch Service is now started and 
stopped from the Windows Services program. 

� A notation displays in the lower left corner of the window advising that the Streamline 
Batch Service can be started/stopped via the Window Services program. 

2. 2019.1.0 Spreadsheet Controls 
Options > Spreadsheet 
Streamline now includes basic spreadsheet controls making the purchase of Microsoft Excel 
no longer mandatory. 

� You can invoke a spreadsheet from Options (on the main menu) > Spreadsheet. 
� You can use the spreadsheet option to read, write or edit spreadsheets in the software. 
� CSV files created by Streamline now automatically launch using the internal 

spreadsheet option rather than in Excel. For example, the A/R Aging Report. 
� Note: Printing to XML will create, but not launch, a spreadsheet. When an XML file is 

generated, the system displays a message with the full path and name of the output file, 
allowing you to manually open the file in Excel outside of the Streamline application. 

3. 2019.1.0 Changes to Options Menu 
The following changes have been made to the Options menu: 

� The To Excel option has been renamed Export Data 
� The To Excel Wizard option has been renamed Export Wizard 
Here is an example of the Options menu: 
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4. 2019.1.0 Remove Menu Ribbon 
The icons in the main menu section of the application have been removed. All options 
previously available in the ribbon are still available in the menu dropdown. Here is a screen 
shot highlighting the icons that have been removed: 
 

 

Module: P/O  Purchase Order Processing 
5. 2019.1.0 Planned P/O Preparation and Order Line Quantity Increases 

If the order quantity on a product line is increased on an order that is linked to a purchase 
order or a transfer, the additional quantity will be recorded for future planning.  

� The system now displays a message indicating the quantity adjustment will be picked 
up in Planned P/O Preparation. (The warning message to delete and re-enter the order 
line has been removed.) 

� The additional quantity can still be manually updated via the purchase order or transfer. 

6. 2019.1.0 Enhanced Production Processing Modification 

Enhanced Production Processing > Processing > Production Tracking 
The following modifications to the Production Tracking interface have been made: 

� When production tickets for sub-assemblies are processed, the quantities built are 
reserved against the production ticket representing the next step in the production 
sequence; 

� The Undo button, which allows you to undo a processed production ticket, now triggers 
a confirmation window from which you can proceed to cancel; 

� Functionality, which previously only processed Production Tickets linked to back orders, 
has been expanded to process production tickets created for stock. 

Module: Web  E-Commerce/WebServices Module 
7. 2019.1.0 E-commerce Search Enhancement 

Previously, search results always displayed in product order and were not ranked. 

Now the search routine ranks the search results by relevance to the search criteria. 
Products matching all the words in the search string now display before products matching a 
few words. For example, if you search for red rubber ball, the search results will display the 
following list of products: 

� 6” Red Rubber Ball  (Match all 3 words in order) 

� 6” Rubber Red Ball  (Match all 3 words not in order) 

� 6” Blue Rubber Ball (Match 2 of 3 words and so on…) 

� Red Balloon Rubber  

� 1” Red Ping Pong Ball  
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Reference Version Release Note 
1. 2019.1.0 

ITMS 32862 

 

Product Deletion Logic Update 

Product Master > Delete 
Inventory > Global Changes > Remove Unwanted Products 

We have added new logic to the product deletion process. The system now checks inventory 
transactions, along with the existing checks through purchase orders, sales orders and 
quotes before deleting a product. 

2. 2019.1.0 

ITMS 33106 
 

Delete Function Corrected on Documents Tab of Product Publishing 
E-Commerce > Master Files > Product Publishing > Product Details > Documents tab 
Corrected the delete functionality on the Documents tab of Product Publishing.  

3. 2019.1.0 
ITMS 33130 

 

New Supplier List by Product Updates Customer List when ps_uom1_custlistfact = 1 
Inventory > Processing > New Supplier List by Product 

Both the Allpriser Integration and the V-Click programs defaulted ps_uom1_custlistfact to 1 
during the update process. Now ps_uom1_custlistfact will no longer be affected by either 
program unless a value is explicitly imported. 

4. 2019.1.0 
ITMS 33806 

Product Code Change Not Honouring Decimal Places for Units 

Inventory > Global Changes > Change Inventory Master Codes program 

The original issue stated that if a decimal place existed for units on an item, after a product 
code change was done, the decimals no longer printed on historical invoices when reprinted. 

After further investigation, we found that product code changes do not update invoice history 
tables, so when the historical invoice printing program tried to access the number of decimal 
places from the current tables it failed as it was reading the table with the old product code 
(which no longer exists).  

The logic was modified to use the product code from the invoice’s Bill of Lading table which 
contains the updated product code. This also ensures that the decimals display correctly if 
the original product code is reused. 

5. 2019.1.0 
ITMS 40381 

Auto-Linking POs in Production Run Planning 
Previously, the Production Planning for backorders would crash during the auto-linking of 
raw materials to existing stock purchase orders under the following conditions: 

� The product code of the assembled item being planned alphabetically precedes the 
product code of one or more of its raw materials; 

� A production ticket already exists for the assembled item being planned; 
� Stock purchase orders already exist with all or part of the requirements for the raw 

material(s) with a product code that alphabetically follows the product code for the 
assembled item. 

The logic was modified to properly link raw materials for backordered assembled items to 
existing stock purchase orders in Production Run Planning. Similar logic was also added to 
correctly undo any auto-linking when the Cancel action is initiated in Production Run 
Planning without validating and generating. 

6. 2019.1.0 
ITMS 40482 

 

Unable to Add Products to Product Template in Order Entry/Quote Entry 
When creating an order or quote and then selecting Product Template you could not add 
products to the template. The Product Configuration screen has been corrected and now 
returns products selected from the product lookup for all possible combinations of Business 
Rules INV12 and INV28. 
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7. 2019.1.0 
ITMS 40532 

WMS Restricted Characters Missing 

Inventory > Utilities > Find WMS Restricted Chars 
The screen now displays the list of restricted characters. 

 
 


